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Questions of Ethics

D

uring the last two years this nation’s
business system has been at the center
of attention. A recent anniversary
review of September 11 events in The
New York Times stated: By aiming at the World
Trade Center, the terrorists struck at the most
visible symbol of American Capitalism. That
attack was last year, and it was an attack by
outsiders. This year the attack on our business
system appears to have come from insiders, with
reports of corporate malfeasance that have shaken
the economy and the country.
At the core of this year’s startling events is the
matter of ethics in business. The accompanying
interview spotlights the important ethics issue.
Since much of the information about these
happenings comes from the nation’s newspapers,
the perspective of a respected newspaper
executive was sought—a perspective deemed
particularly important since the “Fourth Estate”
has reflected—and profoundly influenced—
government and its citizenry, commerce and
culture for 250 years. Gene Roberts, currently a
professor of journalism at the University of
Maryland and
consensus pick for one
of the nation’s top
editors of the modern
era, granted an
interview. His
experience on business
journalism Boards of
Visitors at Columbia
University and the
University of Southern
California and his
editorships at major newspapers offered a
great source of insight and knowledge.
Faculty advisors were invited to suggest
interview questions as well as to solicit input from
their student/faculty members. While space
permits use of a limited number of questions
submitted, a compilation of the suggested
questions and comments will be posted on the
Sigma Beta Delta website.

Gene Roberts was managing editor of The New York Times from 1994 to 1997. He was
executive editor of The Philadelphia Inquirer for 18 years, leading the paper to 17
Pulitzer Prizes during that time. He is the author, co-author or editor of four books on
journalism, including “Leaving Readers Behind: The Age of Corporate Newspapering,”
published in 2001.
I’ve read that one of your favorite maxims, and maybe a guide in your newspaper
career is that “great stories don’t break, they ooze.” Is the American business story
that has unfolded over the last year an example of a story “breaking” or “oozing”?
It’s been oozing for years, and I don’t think we have written enough about the
underlying causes. A lot of what goes on in American business, at least in public
companies—and I’m not being critical of business, I’m extrapolating from my experience
in newspaper corporations—is an assiduous courting of Wall Street analysts who put
quarterly earnings foremost. They just go bonkers on quarterly earnings and they punish
companies by taking them off a “buy” list. They are jeopardizing long-term growth for a
short-term gain. I think what has happened in the current business scandal is that
everybody is pointing their finger at each other without the analysts asking themselves to
what degree they contributed to this.
What has gone wrong with corporate America?
I think too many corporations—and I include most media companies in this group—
worry too much about short-term profits and not nearly enough about their long-term
future. Officers of public corporations fear that if they have a quarterly dip in earnings,
the stock price will decline, so too often they lay off essential staff or refuse to buy
equipment that is needed for future growth. But neglecting future growth is not wise and
ultimately the business gets into trouble. When you escalate or fabricate short-term
earnings without regard for the future, it’s like building a house of cards that is sure to
collapse. The CEO and other top officers see the collapse coming and, acting on
information the public does not have, cash in. The result is disaster—for the corporation,
its employees, and its stockholders. Better to take a short-term hit in earnings and stock
price than put the corporation on the wrong course for the future.
Too many bonus plans, promotions, and demotions are based too heavily on
quarterly and annual earnings and not nearly enough on meeting five- or ten-year goals.
The conventional wisdom used to be that stock options were all the long-term incentives
you needed in a company. But we have all seen that games are being played with
options. It’s time for some basic reforms.
What can the press do to promote better business ethics and practices?
Our job is not to promote, but to inform and illuminate. We need to give our readers
the breadth and depth and detail that they need to make informed judgments about
corporations.
(continued on page 3)

Cliff’s Note
From the President

T

his has been a challenging year for those of us who study, teach, or practice
business in our careers. The values we hold dear in Sigma Beta Delta have not
always undergirded business decisions of highly visible organizations. Because
of our Sigma Beta Delta values, this issue of Aspirations includes discussion of key
issues we face in achieving and sustaining credibility in business with the larger society
and among ourselves. Our founding president, Dr. James Bearden, who serves as our
editor for this issue, has included a timely interview relating to ethics. We are very
appreciative of many faculty advisors who gave him input in preparing questions for
the interview.
During the year, we have continued our main work of providing honors recognition
for deserving business students among our chapter institutions.
We have experienced some changes among our leadership group. Two Board
members retired this year and new replacements were elected at our third biennial
meeting. We are especially grateful for the distinguished service given to Sigma Beta
Delta by Dr. Quiester Craig, Dean of the School of Business at North
Carolina A&T University, and Dr. Richard Lewis, retired Dean of the
College of Management at North Carolina State University. Both of
these founding Board members worked extensively in creating our
honor society and developing it into a successful organization serving
students at colleges and universities in 43 states. We will miss their
wise counsel.
We are fortunate to have two highly capable new members elected
to our Board of Directors. We look forward to working with Dr.
Randy McLeod of Harding University and Dr. Preston Jones of Nova
McLeod
Southeastern University as new Board members. We also are
delighted that Dr. Gloria Clark of Winston-Salem State University
was re-elected and will serve Sigma Beta Delta in another four-year
term.
Our Office Manager, Ms. Donna Thomas, resigned in August to
move to Chicago for family reasons. We very much appreciate her
many contributions to the operation of the society during these past
two years and we wish her well in her new home. We welcome Mr.
Lance Wilson as our new Office Manager. He has been a member of
our office staff for the past two years. We are confident you will find
Jones
him quite helpful in supporting our chapters.
I want to repeat the important message I sent you previously. Each of you, and
certainly our faculty members, can assist the society in its goal of developing new
chapters. Our foremost concern is to make sure that existing chapters operate
efficiently in inducting and assisting our members. But closely following that priority,
is making Sigma Beta Delta available to other eligible college and university business
programs. Providing names of faculty we can contact in business programs not having
an honor society would assist in extending Sigma Beta Delta.
Finally, let me emphasize that the officers and Board members are conscious of the
importance of the honor society in encouraging excellence in higher education for
business. One evidence of that is our masthead which purposefully provides telephone
and email contact information for each of us. We consider our Sigma Beta Delta
service as an extension of the educational call our careers reflect and look forward to
working with you in our common pursuit of excellence and service.
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But apart from maybe The Wall Street
Journal and The New York Times and some of
the business press, you don’t see that much
depth and detail in newspaper business
sections. What’s the reason?
Business sections in newspapers are much
better than they were twenty-five years ago
(when they were virtually worthless) but not
nearly good enough. Mainly this is because
newspaper corporations are not plowing enough
resources into their reporting and editing staffs.
The result is that newspapers are not essential
enough for readers. It’s the same old short-term
versus long-term story. Newspaper companies
are sacrificing long-term circulation and
profitability in order to meet short-term profit
goals. In recent years, newspaper companies
have been among the most profitable legal
businesses in America. Twenty to thirty percent
operating profits are not uncommon. But
circulation continues to decline. Not nearly
enough thought is being given to the future
health of the newspapers.
Newspapers have reported that
written codes of ethics are rare in
corporations, but what about
newspapers themselves? Do they
have written codes?
They are not rare on newspapers,
but we’ve got a long way to go before
every paper has them. Some lawyers
advise against them, saying that if an
employee breaches a code, it makes the
paper more vulnerable to litigation. But
I don’t agree. The lack of a written
code can make you more vulnerable to
problems and malfeasance. I think
organizations are better for having clear,
unambiguous codes of conduct for employees
and for managers. I instituted such a code for
The Philadelphia Inquirer newsroom more than
twenty years ago. But I didn’t impose it,
unilaterally. I asked reporters and editors to
suggest the rules themselves and they
responded with tough, fair proposals. They
knew even better than I did what the dangers
and problems were because they were closer to
the action.
Acting ethically often comes at a high cost.
From your experience, can you share some
examples of your taking an ethical stand
knowing it would likely carry a significant
cost?
Not taking a stand, allowing ethical
breaches, can entail even greater costs, both in
money and the loss of public confidence. Look
at Enron. The cost was an entire company,
thousands of jobs, and billions in stock value.
Once, in Philadelphia, a major advertiser
came into my office and said he had heard we
were doing a story alleging that a “dear friend”
of his—a restaurant owner—had close ties to
the Philadelphia mafia. He said if we ran such
a story he would cancel a million dollars in
advertising he had scheduled at The Inquirer for

the remainder of that year. I refused to kill the
story and he did exactly what he said he would
do. My decision was a no-brainer. If the
columns of the newspaper could be bought with
advertising or with any form of payment, the
paper’s credibility would disappear and that
would destroy public trust and ultimately the
value of the newspaper as a business and as a
public institution. During the next calendar
year the advertiser came back, buying more ads
than ever. He discovered that punishing the
paper cost him money. His business declined
while he boycotted us. But if he had never
come back the decision was still very much the
correct one. Winning the public’s confidence
may take years, but you can destroy it in an
instant. It’s never smart to risk the long-term
future of your company for short-term gain.

What is the business press role in the decline
in corporate ethical standards? Is there a
need for more skepticism by the business
press?
Yes. There is always room for more
skepticism and also more persistence. Without
skepticism, the toughest questions don’t get
asked and without persistence they don’t get
answered. More skepticism and more
persistence might have surfaced even more
corporate shenanigans before they turned into
major disasters. But we must remember that at
least two reporters (one with The Wall Street
Journal and the other with Fortune magazine)
were skeptical and persistent and investors who
read them and acted, benefited enormously.
But obviously we didn’t take these reporters’
stories seriously enough.

Do journalism schools teach ethics?
Yes. Some weave it into basic courses,
others devote an entire course to ethics. The
College of Journalism at the University of

What impresses you most about American
business?
Its creativity in searching out what
customers need and want and then designing
the right products and services.
What most disappoints you about
American business?
I’ve already said it but I’ll say it
again. A tendency to worry too much
about short-term gains even it if means
neglecting the solution to long-term
problems.

James Bearden and Gene Roberts
Maryland, where I teach, requires every student
to take an ethics course in order to graduate.
Do you think business schools should require
an ethics course?
Again, yes. Businesses that endure over
the long haul succeed because customers and
investors have confidence in them and their
products. Business students should understand
this and what the loss of confidence can do to a
company and its stock. Much of an ethics
course should be built around case studies so
that students can see cause and effect. And I
think students should understand how blind
adherence to short-term business goals can
undermine the long-term health and reputation
of the company. There is an abundance of
inventive minds in American business. In part,
that’s what makes it great. If people think they
are judged solely on whether last quarter’s
performance was better than the same quarter a
year ago, they may find ways to camouflage
and paper over bad performance. And once this
starts, it can steamroll until the figures are no
longer reliable. Better to surface problems
immediately and take a short-term hit with
investors than to let the papering over process
get beyond anyone’s ability to control it.

Are we going to continue to see a lot of
headlines featuring corporate scandals
in the future?
It depends on what part of the press
you are talking about. For newspapers
the front pages’ attention will fade over
time, when the next set of problems comes
along or a war starts or something else. I think
the better business pages in America and the
magazines will continue covering business
ethics. I think Fortune is one of the most
remarkably improved magazines in the nation,
and I have deep respect for The Wall Street
Journal. They are not the kinds of publications
that switch in and out. I think they’ll hang with
this kind of story. I don’t think they will
sensationalize it. They’ll stick with it because
it’s important and because it’s a long-range
rather than a short-range story.
And finally, do you have any impression
about how these happenings are being
played out or being covered internationally?
I’m too removed from places like Asia,
etc., to know definitively, but my general
impression is that they encountered these kinds
of things eight or ten years before we did. The
Asian economic collapse, I think, entailed
hyping figures and camouflaging the actual
performance of the company. This sort of had a
chain reaction like we are having. And that’s
kind of scary because its taken them more than
a decade to dig out of it and they haven’t dug
out of it yet, totally. ∆
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Austin Peay State University Lesley Elaine Hewitt • Belmont
University Andrew R. Covington • Cedarville University John J.
Bolinger III • Centenary College of Louisiana Erin Kathleen
Barr • Clayton College State University Devon Carson •
Coe College Jeffrey J. Martin • Concordia University
Portland Jennifer Watkins • Edinboro University of
Pennsylvania Alyssa A. Murosky • Elmira College
Amee Figueiredo • Emmanuel College Amy
Louanne Shirey •Emporia State University
Kimberly K. Miller • Florida Southern College
John Jason Rodda • Holy Family College
Timothy Reynolds • Hope College Linda D.
Montano • Huntingdon College Tammi Brasfield
• Immaculata College Nicole Watmuff • Indiana
University of Pennsylvania Matej Majercak •
Lander College Charles E. Holland • Lynchburg
College Diana Lea Morris • Montana State UniversityBillings Annika Gierke • Mount Saint Mary’s College Mary Su

• Notre Dame De Namur University Joanne G. Haggerty • Ohio
Wesleyan University Christopher Joseph Coonfield • Plattsburgh
State University of New York Wendy Leigh Holzer • Roger
Williams University Heidi M. Messom • Saint
Francis University Kara B. Gressick • Salve
Regina University Amanda J. Watts •
Shenandoah University Cynthia L. Forse •
Siena College Maria E. McKenna • Southern
Arkansas University Christine Nicole
Redden • Southwestern Adventist
University Alexander Zissimos Typaldos •
St. Mary’s College of California Gregory L.
Teshara • State University of New YorkBrockport Robin M. Kirk • State University of
New York at Farmingdale Erika S. Denecke •
Texas Wesleyan University Sarah Jensen •
Thomas College Matthew Magnusson • William
Paterson University Aleksandra Shepherd

T

he Wall Street Journal Student Achievement Award is a program developed by The Educational Service Bureau of
Dow Jones in 1948. Since inception, many colleges and universities throughout the United States have chosen this
award to honor students whose academic performance is considered exceptional. Each school receives a wall plaque
designed to display the names of ten award winners. The Journal’s September 12, 2002, issue listed all national Wall Street
Journal 2002 Student Achievement Award Winners. The honorees included the above 37 Sigma Beta Delta members.

AMBASSADOR OF
EXCELLENCE

P

resident Eubanks and Vice President
Driemeier presented Dr. Blanche M.
Touhill, Chancellor of the University of
Missouri - St. Louis, as Ambassador of
Excellence during the university’s
Founder’s Day ceremonies.

International Honor Society Inducts
Congressional Delegation, Students

T

hat headline for the article in members. “Our Congressional
Connections in Billings,
delegation was extremely helpful in
Montana, reported an
helping us plan our first International
extraordinary honor society
Business Conference,” stated Dr. Scott
event—the
Harris,
awarding of
interim
membership
Dean. . . .
to a state’s
“We wanted
entire U.S.
to express our
Congressional
deepest
delegation.
appreciation
According
to the
to the May
Montana
2002 article:
Congressional
The College
delegation by
of Business at
inducting
Montana
them into
State
Sigma Beta
∑
ß
∆
’
s
The Ambassador of Excellence Award
University
–
Delta.”
Congerosinal
honors individuals who have “made
Billings
in
To have
significant contributions to humankind
Dthrough excellence in management and
April
membership
legation
administration.”
ΣΒ∆ ’s Congressional Delegation acceptance
inducted
Chancellor Touhill’s “encouragement
Montana’s
and chapter
and support in advancing the honor
Congressional delegation and 36
ceremony participation by the
society as an integral element within
higher education” and in “supporting
students into Sigma Beta Delta, the
state’s U.S. Senators and its
linkage between the university and Sigma international business honor society.
Representative is significant and
Beta Delta’s national office” were noted
Senator Conrad Burns, Senator Max
unique. Sigma Beta Delta is proud
during the presentation.
Baucus, and Representative Dennis
to be represented in the U.S.
Rehberg were inducted as honorary
Congress.
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The 2002 Biennial Meeting

A

ssuring A Successful Sigma Beta Delta Chapter was the focus of the 2002 biennial meeting
February 22-23 in Orlando. It was an opportunity to discuss effective strategies involving
college and university administrations, faculty, students and chapter activities. It also was the
occasion for election of officers. President Eubanks and VP Driemeier, pictured earlier with Chancellor
Touhill, were re-elected as was Sandy Hart as Secretary-Treasurer (pictured right).
While the travel environment in the months following the September 11 tragedy impacted attendance,
the delegates were enthusiastic and positive about Sigma Beta Delta on college and university campuses. The smaller
attendance gave an opportunity to learn more from the chapter delegates about the uniqueness of the physical settings of
the campuses hosting SBD chapters. Space does not permit descriptions of what we learned about each delegate’s campus,
but the three featured below illustrate the distinctiveness and richness of the settings of Sigma Beta Delta chapters.

South Hall, shown above, now houses the
College of Business and Economics . The
composite photo, above right, contrasts
earlier times when soldiers were here with
today’s students.

Lake Superior State University
campus originally served as the grounds
for Fort Brady in 1894. Many of the
fort’s structures are still standing and
serve various purposes for the university;
14 of these facilities are on the National
Historic Register, contributing to the
university’s sense of tradition.

Salve Regina University’s Newport, R.I., campus
includes 18 architecturally significant buildings and
60 acres of historic landscape abutting the Atlantic
Ocean. Beginning with the gift of the Richard Morris
Hunt-designed 1862 mansion, Ochre Court, pictured
above and below, which allowed the college to open
its doors in 1947, the university has acquired, by gift
and by purchase, a number of contiguous Gilded Age
summer estates that now make up the campus.

Frank Lloyd Wright, the world’s most imaginative architect, as
he toured the orange grove area, envisioned the buildings rising
“out of the ground, into the light and into the sun.” His master
plan called for 18 buildings using the following basic materials:
steel for strength; sand because it was native to Florida; and
glass to bring God’s outdoors into man’s indoors. Groundbreaking for the Annie Pfeiffer Chapel, shown below, was 1938.
“They will be standing a
thousand years into the
future.”
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Contributions 12/1/01- 11/30/02

ΣΒ∆ Excellence

T

he opportunity for Sigma Beta Delta
to provide scholarships derives from
the generosity of alumni and friends.
Contributions have enabled us to increase to
five the number of scholarships awarded.
Of particular interest to those contributors
listed on this page will be the personal
statement beside each scholarship recipient.
Their comments are excerpts from the brief
essay provided in the scholarship
application when asked to discuss their
“accomplishments to date.”
We continue to seek your assistance in
supporting scholarships, whether at the $50
Sponsor level or as a Summa Cum Laude
Sponsor of $2,500 or more. We regard each
contribution as a worthwhile investment
and one which is most appreciated.

*Holder of the Richard C. Scott
Fellowship

$1,000+
Texas Wesleyan University
Sandra H. Hart
Clifford L. Eubanks
$100-$200
Sigma Chapter
Margaret Hicks
North Carolina State University
Kyle D. Barefoot
Cedar Crest College
Roberta A. Sumner
Urbana University
Charles J. Newman
College of Mount St. Joseph
Pamela J. Gross
Nova Southeastern University
Sharan L. Eastwood
Karl-Heinz A. Ermisch
Notre Dame de Namur University
Michele Pelter
Hartwick College
Harold F. Nelson
Pennsylvania State Univ. at Erie
Samuel P. Black III
$10-$50
Arcadia University
Jill A. Daily
Belinda Glijansky
David A. Leposa
Austin Peay State U
Krystal S. Johnson
Belmont University
Faye S. Albright
Pat H. Nelley
Gilmore M. Sanes Jr.
Berry College
Ouida W. Dickey
Cabrini College
Marianne Culp
Howard W. Evans
Brian S. Rice
California Lutheran University
Kevin A. Cox
Mary R. Thiet
Cedar Crest College
Betsy J. Bloom

Cedarville University
Clifford W. Fawcett
Centenary College of Louisiana
Cristi S. Hay
Chowan College
Melanie A. Fedorchak
College of Mount St Joseph
Dawn L. Calvo
Angela M. Vongries
Warren G. Wagner
College of St Elizabeth
Regina E. Frey
Amanda L. Hosmer
Elaine T. Mercer
Alice F. Starker
Suzanne T. Trowbridge
Concordia University-Austin
Robert B. Leeds
Concordia University-California
Richard H. Harms
Paul A. Zutz
Cumberland University
Joseph D. Spears
DeVry University - Phoenix
Cheri L. Cavender
David D. Duty
Mark S. Griffin
Dickinson State University
Michael D. Armbrust
Virginia L. McGriff
Julie A. Townsend
East Texas Baptist University
John O. Droptini
Harriet A. Droptini
Edinboro University of Pennsylvania
Elizabeth C. Keim
Elon University
Bennie L. Felts
Emporia State University
Sajjad A. Hashmi
Florida Gulf Coast University
Wayne M. Pingel
Gannon University
Karen L. Hudock
Timothy E. Smith Jr.

*Ekaterina A. Homyakova, Lees-McRae College “In my early teens I realized the
importance of attending college, and I set a goal to get a college degree. To achieve my
goal I made a personal commitment to do well in high school to get accepted to college;
once accepted, I realized I had to adjust to a new environment, establish good
relationships with people around me, make trustworthy and dependable friends, become
well organized, learn time management, and stay focused and dedicated to my studies.”

Lisa Marie Banks, Salve Regina University “The driving force behind every one of my
accomplishments is the belief that the impossible can be achieved and nothing is ever
too overwhelming. Personally, my greatest accomplishment is my commitment to
diabetes. Being diabetic myself, I chose to rise above the hardship and distinguish
myself as a mentor to not only myself, but to others. I seized the opportunity to make a
difference and the realization that life is a blessing and one should take it to the fullest
advantage.I may be one person in the world, but to one person I may be the world.”

Joshua Paul Brummett, Belmont University “My academic accomplishments have
opened countless doors of opportunity for my life. My mother is a teacher and has
challenged me academically my entire life. I realized at an early age how important
education would be to my life. I entered college with a dream to make a difference in
the world. With this dream, I established a goal to learn as much as possible and set
the stage for a future full of opportunities.”

Gina M. Finley, Montana State University-Billings “During the course of a
lifetime we are presented with many opportunities to overcome challenges; with
respect to how the challenge is approached, each leads to a new
accomplishment or success. A challenge can be perceived as a barrier,
however, I choose to view challenges as unique opportunities to grow and
develop skills and abilities that are pertinent to success.”

Melessa L. O’Brien, McKendree College-Louisville “Ten years ago, I was a stay-athome mother of three young children when I suddenly found myself a single mother with
no job experience, no higher education and no prospects for the future.In an effort to
advance my own career and show my children that I meant what I said about the
importance of education, I enrolled at McKendree College in Louisville, KY. I sincerely
believe that my children have taken note of what a person can accomplish if he or she is
willing to work hard, remain patient, and never give up on their dreams and goals. And, I
think they will be better prepared for the challenges in life because of it.”
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Hartwick College
Timothy O. Landy
John T. Nowak
Geoffrey A. Smith
Holy Family College
Elizabeth M. Beech
Holy Names College
Sylvia C. San Andres
Sheryl B. Rodgers
Hood College
Douglas A. Ehrhardt
Megan R. DeStefano
Tracy V. Pauter
Amanda E. Tolbard
Husson College
April M. Blackman
Diane D. Dow
Samantha M. Hibbard
Carolyn L. Jentzer
Kurt D. Thomas
Robin A. Warner-Braswell
Immaculata College
Doreen A. Waker
Indiana University of PA
Kelly S. Kwasny-Beasley
Jacksonville State University
Marlane P. Fairleigh
Jarvis Christian College
Lorene B. Holmes
Laboratory Inst. of Merchandising
Theresa M. Blanco
Lees-McRae College
Harvey L. Bauman
Long Island University
Peter J. Rendeiro
Ronald G. Trotman
Lynchburg College
Richard T. Pugh
Mary Washington College
Linda M. Buckles
Michael P. Neuhard
Harry J. Skinker
Anna K. Stensvaag
Marymount Manhattan College
Mary M. Wagner
Maryville University of St Louis
Gary N. Culler
Teresa D. Huxford
Karen R. Kretchmar
James W. Price
Nancy J. Williams
Christy M. Wilson
McKendree College-Illinois
Lawrence J. Pearl
Metro State College of Denver
Timothy J. Baumann
Beth A. Capone-Trembath
Steven Sanders
Montana State University-Billings
Amy M. Angel
Teri L. Archer
Mary P. Huppert
National University
Peter M. Berchtold
Ronald T. Kaplan
North Carolina State University
Judy B. Chapman
Ted D. Martin
Mary A. Mitchell
William P. Springer Jr.
Notre Dame de Namur University
Jeanne C. Decker
Laura Hamai
Johnson C. Lam
Nova Southeastern University
Yvonne Athanasaw
Dennis A. Baldwin
Kenneth E. Botts
Domingo A. Castillo
Larry D. Entringer
Janet G. Geismar
Shakir K. Gushgari
Paulette M. Laubsch
Gerald D. Murray
Joe A. Nelson
Robert M. Nicolay
Brian C. Robbins
Santiago J. Sablon
Patricia L. Wolfram
Ouachita Baptist University
Eddie J. Ary
Our Lady of Holy Cross College
Fredlyn A. Brechtel
Daniel Dembinski
Vicki P. O’Brien
Palm Beach Atlantic College
Brenda L. Gadd
Robin J. Gethings-Tenore
Robert Morris College-Chicago
Benedicta Brown
Vanessa Doggett
Jacqueline D. Jones
Pamela J. Lamb
Rhoda T. Valdez
Lashon M. Walker
Robert Morris College-Springfield
Carrie A. Freesmeyer
Andrea L. Burleson
Robert Morris University
Douglas J. Damico
Kristina A. Fausti
Robert G. Ontolchik
Patricia Sergeant
Mr. Joseph H. Sites
Peter T. Talak

Michael A. Yahr
John E. Zurku
Roger Williams University
Christine M. Anderson
Rowan University
Michael J. Benjamin
Stephen J. Jamison
John Kim
Charles A. McCullough
Andrea M. Sari
Saint Francis University
Samantha M. Dzielski
Saint Leo University
Michelle K. Schroder
Salve Regina University
Meghan S. Mitchell
Hikari Tamura
Karen B. Venturini
Samford University
William J. Stevens
Shenandoah University
Margaret B. Stevens
Siena College
Kathleen M. McLaughlin
M. Suzanne Paonessa
Southeastern OK State University
Jana Lynn Rosenow
Southern Arkansas University
Petra A. Krickel
Southern University at New Orleans
Linda M. Lewis
Eugene J. Radcliff
St Mary’s College of California
Zulay M. Dowling
Matthew R. Grosz
Julie C. Millias
Jessica L. Rodriguez
Diana T.L. Wu
State Univ. of NY Coll at Brockport
Victoria A. Colasuonno
Lisa M. Griego
Carol H. Qualls
State Univ. of NY-Farmingdale
Thomas Schuessler
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